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This paper is primarily concerned with linear time-varying ordinary differen- 
tial equations. Sufhcient conditions are given for the existence of an exponen- 
tial dichotomy or equivalently an invariant splitting. The conditions are more 
general than those given in Part I of this paper and include the case in which 
the coefficients lie in a base space which is chain-recurrent under the transla- 
tion flow and also the case in which compatible splittings are known to exist 
over invariant subsets of the base space. When the compatibility fails, the 
flow in the base space is shown to exhibit a gradient-like structure with attrac- 
tors and repellers. Sufficient conditions are given guaranteeing the existence 
of bounded solutions of a linear system. The problem is treated in the unified 
setting of a skew-product dynamical system and the results apply to discrete 
systems including those generated by diffeomorphisms of manifolds. Sufficient 
conditions are given for a diffeomorphism to be an Anosov diffeomorphism. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper [4] we began an investigation into the question of * 
the existence of exponential dichotomies for linear differential equations 
with time-varying coefficients. This paper is both a sequel and an amplifica- 
tion of this earlier work. 
The dynamical object studied in [4] was a linear skew-product flow 
on a product space X x Y and its generalization, the linear fiber-preserving 
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flow on a vector bundle. The connection between linear differential equations 
and the theory of linear skew-product flows is explained briefly in Section 5 
and in greater detail in [4, Sects. 2-41. We refer the reader to this earlier 
paper for more information. 
Recall that a linear skew-product flow is a flow n of the form 
where ~(x, y, t) is linear in x and a(y, t) is independent of x. The space 
X is a finite-dimensional linear space (i.e., X = Rn or C”) and Y is a 
Hausdorf? space which, for our purposes, will also be compact. Let the 
bounded set a’, the stable set Y and the unstable set 4?/ be defined by 
&!I = {(x, y) E X x Y: ]I ~(x, y, t)ll is uniformly bounded in t}, 
9 = {(x, y) E X x Y: II p)(x, y, t)ll - 0 as t - +co}, 
%=((x,y)EXX Y:II~(x,y,t)ll~Oast~--co}, 
where ]I .I\ denotes a norm on X. We also consider the sections 
Y(Y) = ix E x: (x9 Y) E 91, 
WY) = ix E x: (x, Y) E @‘>, 
which are linear subspaces of X for every y E Y. The existence of an expo- 
nential dichotomy at a pointy E Y implies that g(y) = {0}, Y(y) n 4(y) = 
{0}, X = Y(y) + e!(y) and that the rate of decay in Y and c?! is uniformly 
exponential [4; pp. 451-4541. Arguing in the other direction we showed 
in [4] that the exponential dichotomy and the decomposition of X j( Y 
into a Whitney sum of Y and @ (the invariant splitting) are both implied 
by the assumptions that (a) g = {0} x Y and (b) the flow u on Y satisfied 
some co12ditiolls, which we now discuss more fully. 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First we generalize the results of 
[4] by obtaining the dichotomy and splitting using weaker conditions on the 
flow on Y and second we discuss some of the possibilities that can occur in 
the case that the conditions in (b) fail to hold. Let n = dim X and for 
k = 0, l,..., n define 
Yk = {y E Y: dim y(y) = K and dim e(y) = n - K}. 
The dichotomy and splitting follow once we are able to show that 
B = (0) x Y and Y = Yk for some k. 
We then formulate an alternative theorem. Assume 3? = (0) x Y then 
either Y = Yk for some K, or there are at least two nonempty Yr, . Moreover, 
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for the second alternative the flow on Y has a gradient-like structure and 
two subsets, Y, and Yo one being a stable attractor and the other being a 
negatively stable repeller (Theorem 3). A chain recurrent flow on Y cannot 
admit a stable attractor and hence in this case one obtains as a corollary 
Y = Yk which is a result of Selgrade [7]. 
We assume throughout that g = (0) x Y and that Y is a compact 
Hausdorff space. We shall show that for each K the set Yk is a compact 
isolated invariant set for the flow u and that every alpha (or omega) limit 
set lies in some Yk . Hence every minimal set lies in some Yk . If dim Y(y) 
is the same over all minimal subsets then there is just one nonempty Yr, 
and in this case Y = Yk. This compatibility condition on dim 9’(y) is 
easily verified in the case of certain Anosov diffeomorphisms. 
Our methods in this paper will be somewhat different from those used 
in [4]. In this earlier paper we proved that 9’(y) + e(y) spanned X for 
a point y in a minimal set by using a fairly involved argument based on 
the concept of the intersection number for singular chains [4, pp. 444-4481. 
In this paper we completely bypass this line of argumentation, and we 
present a simpler and a more informative proof of this spanning assertion, 
even in the case of a point y in a minimal set (Theorem 1). The main tool 
we shall use is expressed in the Basic Inequalities in Lemma 8 of Section 3, 
which involve an examination of dim 9’(q) and dim a(~) as 7 varies over 
the hull of a point y. 
Our arguments are essentially local in nature, and consequently the 
results immediately generalize to linear fiber-preserving flows on vector 
bundles. We shall discuss this extension as well as applications to Anosov 
diffeomorphisms in Section 6. 
In the next section we shall introduce the basic notation and terminology 
needed in this paper. Section 3 will be devoted to a proof of the Basic 
Inequalities. Section 4, The Main Results, represents the heart of this 
paper. In Section 5 we shall explore some of the consequences of our theory 
in the context of linear differential equations. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
Let F denote the real numbers R or the integers 2 and let W be a 
Hausdorff space. Recall that a flow m on W is a continuous mapping 7r: 
W x 9 -+ W that satisfies the identity property P(W, 0) = w and the group 
property ~(?T(w, s), t) = ~(w, s + t). If W = X x Y is a product space 
then a flow TT is said to be a skew-product flow if 7r can be written in the form 1 
+, y, t) = (9)(x, YY t>, U(Y, t)h 
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where a: Y x J -+ Y is itself a flow on Y, cf. [6]. If, in addition, X is a 
finite-dimensional linear space and if p(x, y, t) is linear in x for each (y, t) E 
Y x y’, then m is said to be a linear skew-product flow. 
Now let r = (q, u) be a linear skew-product flow on X x Y where 
X = R” or C”. We shall write o(y, t) = y . t. The linear transformation 
x + q~(x, y, t) we shall denote by @(y, t)x = q~(x, y, t). The group property 
for the flow r then implies that 
@(Y * 6 4 @(Y, 9 = @(Y, t + 4 
for all y E Y and t, s E y’. We shall let 11 x /I denote the norm of a vector 
x in X and 1 @ j denote the induced norm on the linear transformation @ 
from X to X. Thus one has /I 0% 11 < I @ I I/ x II. 
We also define the following subsets in Y: 
y(y) = {y . t: t EF} = trajectory through y, 
y+(y) = {y . t: t > O> = positive semi-trajectory through y, 
y-(y) = {y * t: t < 0} = negative semi-trajectory through y, 
H(y) = cl y(y) = hull of y, 
H+(Y) = cl Y+(Y), WY) = cl Y-(Y)9 
Q(y) = n H+(y . r) = omega limit set, 
ze3- 
A(y) = n H-(y * Y) = alpha limit set. 
rs.7 
Similarly if one uses the flow v on X x Y one defines the corresponding 
subsets of X x Y. For example, Q(x, y) is the omega limit set of the trajectory 
through (x, y). If I is an interval, or a set, in 5 then we define 
.rr(x, y, 1) = i+, Y, t>: t E 4 
A set MC Y is said to be invariant if y(y) C M whenever y E M. The 
set M is said to be minimal if M is nonempty, closed and invariant and 
M has no proper subset with these properties. A closed invariant set M 
is said to be isolated if there is a neighborhood G of M with the following 
property: If KC G is any invariant set then KC M. 
A set MC Y is said to be an attractor (repeller) if M is a closed invariant 
set and there is an open neighborhood G with the property that Q(y) C M 
(A(y) C M) for all y E G. An attractor (or repeller) M is said to be stable 
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if for every neighborhood G of M there is a neighborhood V of M with the 
property that 
u( V, t) C G for all t > 0 (for all t < 0), where 
u(V, t) = (y * 1: y E V}. 
The following characterization of stability will be useful later: 
LEMMA 1. Assume that Y is compact and that M is an attructor in Y. Let 
G(M) = (y E Y: Q(y) C M} 
be the region of attraction for M. Then M is stable if and only iffm ally E G(M), 
y+M,onehasA(y)nM= a. 
A proof of this can be found in [l]. 
Now assume that Y is a compact Hausdorff space with the uniform 
topology. Let V,(y) denote a uniform family of a-neighborhoods, where 01 
belongs to some directed index set J, [8]. For example, if the topology 
on Y is metrizable then J would be the positive real line (0, co) and V,(y) 
would represent the family of e-neighborhoods of y. In this setting we shall ’ 
say that a flow u on Y is chain-recurrent if for every y E Y, 7 > 0 and every 
index OL E J there exist a finite number of 9- values ti > 7 (i = l,..., k) 
and a finite number of points yi (i = 0, l,..., K) such that y = y,, = yk 
and u(Y~-~ , ti) E v,(yd. 
For more information about the relationship between chain recurrence 
and other dynamical properties, see [2, lo]. For our purposes here we shall 
need the following lemma whose proof is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that Y is a compact Hausdorfl space and that the 
jlow (T on Y is chain recurrent. Let M be an attractor in Y. If M is stable, then 
M = Y. 
It will be convenient to use the language of vector bundles to describe 
some of our results. The first concept we need is that of a subbundle. Let rl 
V be any subset of X x Y and define the fiber 
Y-(y) = {x E x: (x, y) E V}. 
We shall say that a subset 7cr C X x Y is a subbundle if the following hold. 
(i) V is a closed subset of X x Y. 
(ii) For each y, V’(y) is a linear subspace of X. 
(iii) dim V(y) is a constant, independent of y. 
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This means that the linear space V(y) varies continuously in y, i.e., for 
y restricted to small open sets, one can make a continuous choice of basis 
of 9-(y) (cf. [lo]). 
If V and w are subsets of X x Y we say that 
X x Y = V + 7iy (Whitney sum) 
if the following hold. 
(i) 7cr and w are both subbundles of X x Y. 
(ii) V(y) n w(y) = (0) for all y E Y. 
(iii) X = V(y) + w(y) for all y E Y. 
This is also referred to as a splitting of X x Y into a Whitney sum. ( 
can characterize a Whitney sum as follows (cf. [lo]). 
3ne 
LEMMA 3. Assume that Y is a compact Hausdorff space. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(A) X x Y = F + w (Whitney sum) 
(B) The mapping P: X x Y ---f X x Y given by 
P(x, y) = (P(Y)X,Yh 
where P(y) is the projection on X with range =V(y) and null space =riy( y), 
is jointly continuous in (x, y). 
We will only need the implication (A) * (B) in this paper. 
3. Two BASIC INEQUALITIES 
Let n = (v,, u) be a linear skew-product flow on X x Y, where X = Rn 
or @“. Throughout this section we shall make the following 
STANDING HYPOTHESES. The bounded set is trivial, i.e., L?? = (0) x Y, 
and Y is compact. 
Remark 1. Notice that, as a consequence of the Standing Hypotheses, 
if M is any compact invariant set in X x Y, then MC (0) x Y. Another 
way of saying this is that the set (0) x Y is an isolated invariant set in the 
flow 7r. 
We shall make use of the following two lemmas which are proved in 
[4, pp. 4+w. 
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LEMMA 4. Let K be a compact set in X x Y and let (xk , y,J be a con- 
vergent sequence in K with limit (x, y). 
(1) If there exist t, + +co such that r(xk , yk , [0, tk]) C K for all k, 
then (x, y) E Y. 
(2) If there exist t,’ + --GO such that r(xlc ,yk , [tk’, 01) C K for all h, 
then (x, y) E @. 
(3) If both conditions (1) and (2) are met, then (x, y) E Y n @C g!, 
i.e., x = 0. 
LEMMA 5. The following statements are valid. 
(1) 9’ and @ are closed subsets of X x Y. 
(2) There exist constants K > 1 and 01 > 0 such that for all (x, y) E 9’ 
one has 
II dx, Y, t)ll G K II x II e+, t > 0, 
and for all (x, y) E % one has 
II 4x, Y, t)ll < K II x II eat, t < 0. 
(3) The functions dim Y(y) and dim e(y) are upper semicontinuous 
functions of y, i.e., if yk + y then dim 9(y) > lim SUP~+~ dim 9(yk), 
with a similar inequality valid for dim 92(y). 
These two lemmas are the only results we shall use from [4]. Before 
presenting the Basic Inequalities we will need, however, two additional 
results which we prove here. 
LEMMA 6. For all (x, y) E X x Y one has 
liy;tp II dx, Y, t)ll = 1iyEf II cp(x, Y t)ll 4. 
liy!y II dx, y, 9 = 1$&f II dx, y, t)ll, -+ + 
i.e., lim I] IJJ(X, y, t)ll as t --+ +cc, and t + -co, exist. Moreover, if x 4 9’(y) 
then lb,+, II v(x, Y, t)ll = ~0, and if x $ e(y) then lh+-, II v(x, Y, t)ll = ~0. 
Proof. We shall treat the case where t --f + w and note that the argument 
for t + -00 is similar. Let (x, y) be given and define 
L = liy;v II 94x, Y, t)ll and 1 = lim inf I] ~(x, y, t)ll. 
t++m 
One then as 0 < 2 < L < w. Furthermore, L = 0 if and only if (x, y) E 9’. 
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We can assume then that L > 0, or equivalently, x $9(y). If L < CO, 
then II ‘P(x,Y, 01 is b ounded for t 3 0. Consequently ([S]) the omega limit 
set G(x, y) is a nonempty compact invariant set for r and G(x, y) g (0) x Y 
since L > 0. But this contradicts Remark 1 and hence L = 00. 
If 1 <L = 00, then there exist sequences So, rL and t, such that sK < 
rk < tk , 11 q(& y, t)li d l + 1 for t = Sk and tk , 11 d% y, Tk)li = vk (where vk 
is defined by 
vk = max{li dx, y, t>ll: Sk < t < tk>,) 
and vk-+ 00 as A--+ 00. Now define xk = v&(x,y,r,) and yk = y-r,. 
Then I]x,J=l and II~(xk,yk,t)jl<l for s,-rk<t<tk--rr,. 
Furthermore, since 11 ‘p(xk , yk , t)ll < vi’(l + 1) for t = s, - yk and t = 
t, - yk, we see that (Sk - rk) -+ --cc and (tk - rk) -+ -j-co as h + -j-co. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that any accumulation point of {(xk , yk)} lies in 
Y n 4 C 99 = (0) x Y, but this contradicts the fact that ]I xk II = 1. Hence 
l=L==CQ. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. For k = 1, 2 ,..., let Kk be a linear subspace of X with 
dim Kk 3 1 for all k. De&e K by 
K=limsupK,= fi u K,. 
k--m n=l k>?a 
Then the linear subspace span(K) has dimension 21. 
Proof. Let {elk,..., elk> be an orthonormal basis in Kk . By passing to 
subsequences one obtains fi = limk,, eik for i = l,..., 1. Since {fi ,..., fi} 
is an orthonormal set in KC span(K), we see that dim span(K) 3 1. Q.E.D. 
We can now prove 
LEMMA 8 (The Basic Inequalities). Let y E Y, 7 E A(y) and 7’ cQ(y). 
If n = dim X, then 
dim Y(q) 3 n - dim a(y), 
dim @(T’) 2 n - dim Y(y). 
Proof. Let y E Y and let .X(y) be any complementary linear subspace 
of e(y), i.e., .X(y) n e(y) = (0) and X = S(y) + e(y). Let {tk} be any 
sequence in 9- with t, > 0 and define pk by 
pk = min{ll P(X, Y, -tk)ii: x E WY) and II x II = 11. (3.1) 
It follows easily from Lemma 6, that if tk -+ -j-co, then pk -+ +a). Now 
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fix 7 E A(y) and choose {tK} so that t, - +co and yK = y * (-tk) - r]. 
Let I& = q(&(y), y, -tk). Then Kk is a linear subspace of X and 
dim Kk = dim ,X(y) = 1z - dim a(y) 
for all R. Let pa be defined by (3.1). Then for any x E Kk with 11 x 11 < pk 
one has II y(x, y,t, h)ll < 1; or upon resealing, for any x E Kk with /I x jl < 1 
one has II P)(x, yk , b)lI G pi’. 
We shall now show that there is an M < co such that 
(3.2) 
for all k and for all x E Kk with // x 11 < 1. We shall prove this by contradic- 
tion. First observe that since pk -+ +co, there is a constant B such that 
r-1~~ < B for all k. Now if there is no finite value of M that satisfies (3.2), 
then there is a sequence xk E Kk , /I xk // < 1, and a sequence pk + +a~ 
such that 
Now choose 7k so that 0 < Tk < tk and & = II v(x*, yk , Tk)jl, and let 
(tk 3 ‘%c) = (i@?+k Y Yk 9 Tk), Yk * 7k) E x x ‘* 
Then 11 II, II = 1 and 
T(‘!k , ?lk > [+k 9 tk - Tk]) c r> 
where r is the compact set {(x, y) E X x Y: jl x/I < I}. However, 
aS A-+ +cO. Hence (-Tk) + --co and (tk - Tk)’ +oO. Now (&, r]k) 
lies in l? If (5, r]) is the limit of some convergent subsequence of (& , vk), 
then one has jl 5 11 = 1, since /I fk II = 1; but this contradicts Lemma 4(3). 
This completes the proof of (3.2). 
Now let K=limsupK, as K+ +co and let XEK with IIxII < 1. 
Next choose a sequence (xk , yk), with xk E Kk , \I xk /I < 1 and such that 
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some subsequence (call it again (xlc , ylc)) converges to (x, 7). Then (3.2) 
implies that 
~(Xk:,Yk,[O,tkl)C{(X,Y)EXX Y:llxll <w 
for all k. So by Lemma 4(l) one has (x, 7) E Y or x E P’(q). In other words, 
KC y(v). Since span(K) C Y(q), it follows from Lemma 7 that 
dim P’(v) 3 dim Kk = rz - dim Q(y). 
The inequality dim %(T’) > n - dim y(y) for 7’ E G(y) is proved 
similarly. Q.E.D. 
We are now prepared to prove our main results. As we shall see, it is 
simply a task now of reaping the harvest of the last lemma. 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
As before we let r = (IJJ, u) be a linear skew-product flow on X x Y 
that satisfies the Standing Hypotheses. Our first step will be to reformulate 
the Basic Inequalities in a somewhat stronger form. 
LEMMA 9. Let y E Y and de$ne n, k, 1, k, and k, by: n = dim X, 
k = dim y(y), 1 = dim 4(y), k, = n - I and k, = k. Then 
kI - k, = n - (dim y(y) + dim %(y)) >, 0 (4.1) 
and the followitg statements are valid. 
(A) For all 7 E A(y) one has 
dim Y(T) = 4 and dim %(‘I) = n - k, . 
(B) For all 7’ E Q(y) one has 
dim Y(+) = k, and dim &(v’) = n - k, . 
Proof. The relationship (4.1) is obvious. We shall now prove (A) and 
note that the argument for (B) is similar. If 7 E A(y), then the Basic Inequality 
implies that dim P’(v) >, k, = 11 - 1. Also the upper semicontinuity of 
dim 4 implies that dim Q(T) 3 1. Hence 
12 = k, + 1 < dim y(v) + dim a(~) < n, (4.2) 
where the relationship P’(v) n ‘%(TJ) = (0) is used in the last inequality. 
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But (4.2) implies that equality holds everywhere, i.e., dim ,40(v) = k, and 
dim e!(7) = 1 = n - k, . Q.E.D. 
Our first theorem assures us that if 7 belongs to any alpha limit set, or 
omega limit set, or minimal set, then X = Y(T) + e(7). Recall that this 
is equivalent to showing that 7 belongs to Yk for some K. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the Standing Hypotheses are satisfied. Let 
y E Y. Then there exist integers k, and k, such that k, 2 k, , A(y) C Y, 
ad Q(Y) C Yk, . In particular if M is any minimal set in Y, then MC Yi 
for some k. 
Proof. The last lemma implies that A(y) C Yk, and G(y) C Yk, , where 
k, = n - dim e!(y) and k, = dim y(y). Also (4.1) implies that k, > k, . 
Now if M is any minimal set, then for any y E M one has A(y) = 52(y) = M. 
Therefore MC Yk, and MC Yk, , or equivalently k, = k, . Then (4.1) 
implies that k, = k, = k = dim Y(y). Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1 we see that at least one of the Yk is non- 
empty since Y does contain a minimal set. In what follows we distinguish 
between two cases: 
(i) There is precisely one nonempty Yk . 
(ii) There are at least two nonempty Yk . 
However, before proceeding we need two more lemmas. 
LEMMA 10. For each k = 0, 1,. . . , n, Yk is a compact invariant set in Y. 
Furthermore one has Yk n Yi = o if k # 1. 
Proof. Since the functions dim ~7 and dim % are constant along orbits, 
we see that each Yk is invariant. 
The fact that Yk is closed, and therefore compact, follows from the upper 
semicontinuity of dim Y and dim %. The relationship Yk n YJ = m when 
k # I is immediate. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA Il. Let y E Y be chosen so that A(y) and Q(y) meet a single Yr, . 
Then y E Yk and H(y) C Yk . 
Proof. Let n, k, 1, k1 and k, satisfy n = dim X, k = dim y(y), I = 
dim e(y), k1 = n - I and k, = k. If A(y) and 52(y) meet the same Yk , 
then Lemma 9 implies that k, = k, = k, i.e., dim y(y) = k and dim e(y) = 
n - k. Hence y E Yk . The inclusion H(y) C Yk follows from Lemma 10. 
Q.E.D. 
Since every nonempty compact invariant set contains a minimal set, 
the next result follows directly from Theorem 1 and Lemma 10. 
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LEMMA 12. There exists precisely one nonempty Yk if and only if every 
minimal set in Y lies in one and the same Y, . 
This lemma gives a test for the existence of precisely one nonempty 
Yk . This is simply a compatibility condition on the dimensions of Y or 92 
over the minimal sets. We know, as a result of Theorem 1, that over each 
minimal set M one has n = dim 9’ + dim 42. If the function dim Y takes 
on the same value K, over every minimal set M, then only for k = K, is Yk 
nonempty. 
We are now prepared to study the consequences of case (i), where there 
is precisely one nonempty Yk . 
THEOREM 2. Assume that the Standing Hypotheses are satisfied. If there 
exists precisely one nonempty Yk , then the following statements are valid. 
(A) Y = Yk , i.e., dim 9’(y) = k, dim a’(y) = n - h and X = 
Y(y) $- a’(y) for ally E Y. 
(B) 9’ and % are closed invariant subbundles of X x Y. 
(C) X x Y = 9’ + %‘, as a Whitney sum. 
(D) Define P(y): X + X to be the projection on X with range =9(y) 
and null space =a(~). Then the mapping 
(x2 Y) -+ P(Y)% Y) 
is continuous. 
Furthermore there exist positive constants K,, and OL such that 
I @(Y, t) P(Y) @-YY, s)l < Koe-d(t-s), s d 4 
I QYY, t)[I - P(y)1 @-YY, 4 < Koe-a(s-t), t < s, 
i.e., rr admits an exponential dichotomy at every y E Y. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Proof. (A) If there is a single nonempty Yk , then it follows from Theo- 
rem 1 that for any y E Y, the limit sets A(y) and Q(y) meet the same Yti. 
Hence by Lemma 11 one has y E Yk . Thus Y = Yk , dim ~7( y) = 
k, dim e’(y) = n - k and X = 9’(y) + e’(y) for all y E Y. 
(B) The closure of Y and 9 follows from Lemma 5. Since dim 9’(y) 
and dim a(y) are constant over Y, we see that 9’ and % are subbundles 
of X x Y. The invariance of Y and 4 under the flow v follows directly 
from the relationship 
q+P(x, Y, 4, Y . s7 t> = v(x, Y, s + t). 
(C) This is simply a reformulation of (A) and (B). 
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(D) The continuity of the mapping (4.3) follows from statement 
(C) and Lemma 3. We shall now verify inequality (4.4) and note that the 
argument for (4.5) is similar. Let s and t be given where s < t. Choose 
u E Y(y * s) = @(y, s)(Y(y)). Then (u, y . s) E Y, @-l(y, s)u E Y(y) and 
P(y) @-y y, s)u = @-‘( y, s)u. 
From Lemma 5 we get 
II @(Y, 4 P(Y) @-Yy, s)u II = II @(y, t) @-Yy, s)u II = II @(y . s, t - s)u I/ 
= I/ ~J(u, y . s, t - s)ll < K I/ u /j e+++). 
Next choose w E 9(y . s) = @(y, s)(@(y)). Then (w, y . s) E 4, @-r(y, s)w E 
‘S(y), and P(y) @-l(y, s)w = 0. S inceY(y.s)+%(y.s)=X,anyxEX 
can be written uniquely as x = u + w where u E Y(y . s) and w E 4?(y . s). 
One then has 
II WY, t) P(y) @-YY, 4% II = II @(y, t) P(y) wy, s)(u + w)ll 
< K II u II e-m(t-8). 
Since the mapping (4.3) is jointly continuous in (x, y) and since Y is compact, 
there is a positive constant k, such that /I P(y)x 11 < ks 11 x 11 for all y E Y 
and x E X. Therefore, in the above notation, P(y * s)x = u and /I u jl < 
k, 11 x/I. Hence 
II @YY, t) P(y) @YY, s>x II< K& II x /I e-a(t-s), 
which implies inequality (4.4). Q.E.D. 
The following statement is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 
and it also generalizes [4, Theorem 31. 
COROLLARY. Assume that the Standing Hypotheses are satisjed. If Y 
contains only a single minimal set, then there is a k such that all four conclusim 
of Theorem 2 are valid. 
We can now show that each of the compact invariant sets Yk is isolated. 
LEMMA 13. Each Yk is an isolated invariant set. 
Proof. The proof of this consists of an application of Theorem 2 to a 
linear skew-product flow formed by restricting the original flow rr to a 
suitable neighborhood of Yk . 
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For each index 01 E J and each set D C Y we define 
Now choose an index a: E J so that the closed a-neighborhoods cl V,(Y,) 
(k = 0, l,..., n) are disjoint in Y. Let K be any invariant set in V,(Y,) 
for some fixed k and let Y = cl(K u Y,). Then Y is a compact invariant 
set in Y and Y meets Yz if and only if 1 = k. Let 73 denote the restriction 
of 71 to X x Y and let 4, 9 and 8 denote the respective bounded set, 
stable set and unstable set. It is easy to see that one has 
4 = ii@ n (X x P), 9=Yn(Xx P), Q = 4? n (X x P). 
Hence under our Standing Hypotheses one has .@ = (0) x Y. Furthermore 
one has Y, = Y, n P for 1 = 0, l,..., n where 
Y, = (y E Y: dim y(y) = 1 and dim 4?(y) = n - Z}. 
Since there is a single nonempty Y, in Y one has, by Theorem 2, Y = 
pk = Y,. Hence KCY,. Q.E.D. 
In case (ii) where there are at least two nonempty Yk then one can show 
that the flow o on the base space Y has a gradient-like structure, which 
is described in the next Theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that the Standing Hypotheses are satisjied. Assume, 
in addition, that there are at least two nonempty Yk and define 
Q = max{k: Yr, is nonempty}, 
q = min{k: Yk is nonempty}. 
Then Yu is a stable attractor in the flow u and Y # Y, . Furthermore, Yo 
is a negatively stable repeller, i.e., Yo is a stable attractor for the reversed 
jlow 6(y, t) = u(y, -t). Moreover, every motion a(y, t) in Y has its alpha 
(and omega) limit set in some Y, . 
Remark. By combining this theorem with some of our earlier results, 
we can say more about the gradient-like structure in the flow on Y. Consider 
the space Y formed by identifying each nonempty set Yk in Y with a point 
[YJ and let 6 denote the induced flow on Y. Then each point [Yk] is a 
fixed point of 6 and these are the only fixed points of G; as a matter of fact, 
these are the only minimal sets for the flow 6. Furthermore every trajectory 
in Y has its alpha (and omega) limit set at some [Yk]. Moreover, this flow 6 
has the no-cycle condition, [3; p. 2741. 
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Proof. The last assertion follows from Theorem 1. We shall now prove 
the assertion for Y, and note that the argument for Yo is similar. 
Define G, = {y E Y: O(y) C Y,}. Let us assume for the moment that G, 
is open. If y E G, and y 4 Y, , then by Theorem 1 and Lemma 11 and A(y) 
must meet some Yti, with k, > 9, i.e., A(y) n Y, = %. It follows then 
from Lemma 1 that Y, is a stable attractor. 
We shall now show that G, is open by contradiction. Assume there is a 
boundary point y E G, , i.e., there is a sequence {yj} C Y such that yj ---f y 
and .Q(yj) n Y, = a. By passing to a subsequence and using Theorem 1, 
we can find integers K, and K, such that K, > K, > Q, A(y,) C YkJ , and 
Q(yj) _C Yk, for all j. Since dim Y is upper semicontinuous this implies 
that dim y(y) > lim sup dim .V(yJ. But from Lemma 9(B), dim y(y) = 
dim Y(Q(y)) = 4 and dim P(yJ = dim Y(Q(y,)) = K, . Hence 4 3 k, , 
a contradiction. Therefore, G, is open. 
The following result of Selgrade [7] is now a direct consequence of 
Theorems 2 and 3 and Lemma 2. 
COROLLARY. Assume that the Standing Hypotheses are satisjied. If the 
flow CJ on Y is chain-recurrent, then there is a k such that Y = Yk, and all 
four conclusions of Theorem 2 are valid. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let G$? denote a collection of (rz x n) matrix-valued functions A = A(t) 
defined for t E R with continuous entries. Assume that GZ is compact in 
the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, and that 02 is translation 
invariant, i.e., A, E cpl whenever A E QZ and 7 E R, where A,(t) = A(T + t). 
Let 9(x, A, t) denote the solution of the initial value problem J’ = A(t)x, 
x(O) = x, A E 0Z, and x E X (X = R” or P). Then 
+, A, 4 = (dx, A, 4, A,) 
defines a linear skew-product flow on X x 0? (cf. [8]). 
The compactness condition for 6!! is satisfied when 6V is the hull H(A) 
of a matrix-valued function A(t) whose coefficients are bounded and uniformly 
continuous on R (cf. [S]). We shall now study this case in more detail. 
Let us first look at an example. 
Consider the (2 x 2) matrix-valued function of t 
A(t) = (8 :3f(t) 
Q +f(t) 
1 1 ’ 
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where f(t) = (l/n) arctan t. Th e coefficients of A(t) are bounded, uniformly 
continuous functions on R, and the hull H(A) consists of all translates 
A, of A together with the two limiting matrices 
A, = (; :,, A, = (; ;), 
where A, = lim A, as 7 -+ --co and A, = lim A, as 7 -+ + co. Putting it 
another way we have A, = alpha limit set of A and A, = omega limit set 
of A. The eigenvalues of A, are 2, 1 and the eigenvalues of A, are -1, 4. 
We see then that dim Y(A,) = 0 and dim Y(A,) = 1. Since dim Y(y) 
increases as y “travels” from the alpha limit set to the omega limit set, it 
follows from Theorem 1, that the induced linear skew-product flow on 
R2 x H(A) fails to satisfy the Standing Hypotheses. In particular the dif- 
ferential equation 
x’ = A(t)x 
must admit a nontrivial bounded solution. 
The phenomenon illustrated in this example admits many generalizations. 
One of these is the following: 
THEOREM 4. Let A(t) be an (n x n) matrix-valued function with continuous 
coeJicients and assume that the two limits 
A, = ;i A(t), A, = ,‘j& A(t) 
exist. Assume that none of the eigenvalws of A, and A, have zero real parts. 
Let dim Y(A,) and dim Y(A,) denote the dimension of the stable set for 
x’ = A,x and x’ = A$, respectively. If dim SP(AI) < dim Y(A.J, then the 
equation x’ = A(t)x has a nontrivial bounded solution. 
Proof. Simply apply Theorem 1 to the induced linear skew-product 
flow on @” x H(A), and note that the Standing Hypotheses must fail. 
Q.E.D. 
In Theorem 4 one can actually conclude that the equation x’ = A(t)x 
has at least K linearly independent bounded solutions where 
k = dim Y(A,) - dim Y(A,). 
The proof of a stronger form of this theorem will appear later [5]. 
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6. FLOWS ON VECTOR BUNDLES 
The extension of the above results to linear fiber-preserving flows on 
vector bundles is a straightforward exercise. Since this problem was discussed 
in some detail in [4, Sect. 71 we shall treat it rather briefly here. The ideas 
in both cases are the same. 
Recall that E is a vector bundle, with base space Y, if E and Y are topological 
spaces and there exists a continuous (projection) mapping p: E -+ Y of E 
onto Y such that (i) for each y E Y, the inverse p-l(y) is a vector space X, 
and (ii) for each y E Y there is an open set G C Y, y E G, and a homeo- 
morphism 
T: p-l(G) + X x G, 
where X is linear space ( =Rn or P), such that for each 77 E G, the fiber X,, 
is mapped onto X x (7) and 7: X, + X x (7) is a linear isomorphism. 
A vector bundle E can be given “coordinates” (x, y) locally where x E X, 
and y E Y. A flow = is then a linear fiber-preserving flow if locally m has 
the form 
where 0 is a flow on Y and ‘p is linear in x. This means that @(y, t) is a linear 
transformation from X, to XV., , where y . t = u(y, t) and @(y, t)x = 
?J(x, Y9 4. 
The results in Sections 3 and 4 extend immediately to linear fiber- 
preserving flows on E by making slight technical modifications. The Standing 
Hypotheses now state that %? = EQ , the zero section, and Y is compact. 
One change we should note is that in the proof of the Basic Inequalities 
(Lemma 8), the linear subspace Kk lies in the fiber Xy, . One then observes 
that K = lim sup Kk lies in the fiber X, since ylc + 7. 
We can then apply our theory to the study of Anosov diffeomorphisms 
on a compact manifold M. Let F: M + M be a diffeomorphism and let 
DF: TM+ TM be the derivative mapping on the tangent bundle. Then 
u(y, t) = F(y), t E 2, defines a discrete flow on M and 
4x, Y, t) = (DFYY)x, FYY)), 
(where x E T,M = tangent space to M at y and y E M), defines the induced 
linearized flow on TM. Also ?T is a linear fiber-preserving flow on M. Let 
W, 9’ and @ denote, respectively, the bounded set, the stable set and the 
unstable set. Recall that F is an Anosov diffeomorphism if (i) TM = Y + %, 
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as a Whitney sum, and (ii) the rates of decay in 9’ and Q are exponential. 
The following theorem is thus a direct consequence of our theory in Section 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let F: M --+ M be a daj7eomorphi.w on a compact smooth 
Jinite-dimensional manifold M and assume that 37 = TM, = zero section 
of TM. If one of the following hold: 
(i) The j-low 0 on M is chain-recurrent, OY 
(ii) dim P’(y) is the same over every minimal set in M, 
then F is an Anosov dajfeomorphism. 
Remark. A diffeomorphism F which satisfies ~8 = TM,, is also called 
a quasi-Anosov diffeomorphism [Ill. 
Remark. When dim M < 2 it turns out that the conditions (i) and (ii) 
in Theorem 5 can be dropped. To see this, note that in Theorem 3 one has 
q < Q whenever there is more than one nonempty Yn, . If q = 0 then at 
points y E Y, the mapping is expanding thus contradicting the fact that Y, 
is a stable attractor. Therefore q > 0. Similarly we see that Q < n = dim M 
and hence 0 < q < Q < n from which it follows that n >, 3. Therefore 
if n < 3 the assumption that there are at least two nonempty Yk leads 
to a contradiction. Applying Theorem 2 we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY. A quasi-Anosov diffeomwphism on a compact manifold of 
dimension <2 is an Anosov dz#eomorphism. 
This corollary cannot be extended to manifolds with dimension 23. 
Franks and Robinson [l l] have constructed a quasi-Anosov diffeomorphism 
on a compact three-dimensional manifold which is not an Anosov diffeo- 
morphism. 
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